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Abstract: A successful talent identification program relies on the assessment and mapping of relevant parameters for the evaluation of an 

athlete’s ability. Physical fitness and motor-skill parameters are performance variables that contribute to success in a variety of sports. 

Although these parameters are prerequisites for any sporting event, their requirements may differ depending on the athletes’ level and 

age. The present investigation endeavors to identify essential physical fitness and motor skill-related parameters for talent identification 

in 12-year-old girls. A total of 236 girls were recruited from different schools in Malaysia and completed a standard test for physical 

fitness and motor skills that constituted of 30-meter run, step test, 1-minute curl up, hand grip, agility T-test, stork balance stand test, and 

standing broad jump test. Two different feature extraction techniques viz. Symmetrical Uncert Attribute Evaluation (SymmU) and 

Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) were employed to determine the important parameters that could be considered for talent 

identification in 12-year-old girls. Both the SymmU and RFE demonstrated four sets of parameters worthy of consideration. There was 

agreement in the selection of three parameters across the two techniques (sit and reach, agility, and stork balance stance test). However, 

SymmU revealed the standing broad jump as the fourth essential parameter, while RFE indicated a 1-minute curl up. Overall, these tests 

are shown to be essential for consideration during talent identification programs for 12-year-old girls. The identified parameters provide 

actionable knowledge for coaches and sports organizations, fostering the development of the next generation of elite female athletes. 
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1. Introduction 

Talent identification (TId) in sports is a multifaceted 

process crucial for the effective development of athletes 

and the optimization of sports performance [1]. The ability 

to accurately identify and nurture athletic potential is 

fundamental for sports organizations aiming to cultivate a 

pool of elite athletes [2]. The significance of talent 

identification becomes more pronounced when considering 

the dynamic nature of physical fitness and motor skill 

parameters that contribute to success in various sports 

[3][4]. These parameters, encompassing a wide range of 

abilities from agility to muscular strength, serve as critical 

indicators of an athlete's potential and are vital for tailored 

training and development programs [5][6]. 

 Moreover, age-specific considerations in talent 

identification cannot be overstated. Researchers 

emphasized the importance of recognizing developmental 

differences among athletes of various ages [6][7]. In the 

context of youth sports, understanding the unique physical 

and physiological characteristics of 12-year-old girls is 

essential for crafting targeted talent identification 

strategies. Not only does this aid in recognizing potential 

future elite athletes, but it also ensures that the training 

regimens are developmentally appropriate and align with 

the specific needs of this age group [3]. Identifying talent 

in sports requires one to have a scientific approach as 

talent can be challenging, biased, and difficult to predict, 

the application of a scientific approach has broadly been 

discussed to replace the traditional methods in TId. 

 Parallel to the development of technology, the 

assessment in TId is also advancing and developing. 

Application of advanced statistical analysis has been used 

broadly in many disciplines in TId because of the common 

interest in understanding the individual characteristics that 

lead to long-term success [8][9][10][11][12]. Such 
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approaches tend to replace subjective assessments with 

objective approaches by quantifying performance into 

number scores. Indeed, as the advancement of knowledge 

across multiple disciplines allows for a greater depth of 

understanding about TId, applying machine learning has 

become one of the most popular techniques in sports-

related analyses. There are numerous research papers in 

which machine learning is applied to sports 

[13][14][15][16]. They emphasized that the application of 

machine learning in sports is not limited to topics of sports 

performance, athlete talent identification, or technical 

analysis of games. Sports organizations' economic 

operations, both on- and off-field, are quickly transitioning 

to a data-driven culture. 

The primary objective of this study was to identify the 

essential parameters for talent identification in 12-year-old 

girls, recognizing the distinctive demands and 

characteristics of this age group using machine learning. 

The study also seeks to contribute to the ongoing discourse 

on effective talent identification methodologies by 

comparing two distinct feature extraction techniques: 

Symmetrical Uncert Attribute Evaluation (SymmU) and 

Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE). 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Participants 

The study engaged a diverse cohort of 236 girls aged 12 

years recruited from various schools across Malaysia. The 

inclusion criteria ensured the representative sample of 12-

year-old girls actively participated in physical education 

and extracurricular sports activities. Before participation, 

informed consent was obtained from both the parents and 

participants, ensuring compliance with ethical standards 

and guidelines. 

2.2. Procedures 

The assessment encompassed a battery of standardized 

tests that were carefully chosen to evaluate a 

comprehensive spectrum of physical fitness and motor skill 

parameters. These assessments were meticulously designed 

to align with specific developmental characteristics of 12-

year-old girls. 

2.2.1. 30-Meter Run 

This test gauged the participants' speed and agility, 

providing insights into their anaerobic capacity and lower 

limb strength. 

2.2.2. Step Test 

A reliable measure of cardiovascular endurance, the step 

test required participants to perform a set number of steps 

within a specified time frame. 

 

 

2.2.3. 1-Minute Curl-Up 

Focused on core strength and muscular endurance, this test 

involved performing as many curl-ups as possible in a 

minute, providing valuable information on abdominal 

muscle function. 

2.2.4. Hand Grip 

A fundamental measure of upper body strength, the hand 

grip test involved using a dynamometer, providing a 

quantifiable metric for participants' grip strength. 

2.2.5. Agility T-Test 

This test evaluated the participants' agility and quickness 

by measuring the time taken to complete a T-shaped 

course. 

2.2.6. Stork Balance Stand Test 

Assessing the participants' static balance, this test requires 

maintaining balance on one leg for a specified duration. 

2.2.7. Standing Broad Jump 

Measuring explosive lower body power, the standing broad 

jump provided insights into the participants' lower limb 

strength and coordination.  

2.2.8. Sit and Reach 

Sit and reach test could be a sort of adaptability test that 

assesses the extend of movement. This sit and reach test 

measures the adaptability of low back muscles and 

hamstring muscles. 

2.3. Data Analysis 

To identify the essential parameters for talent 

identification, two distinct feature extraction techniques 

were employed: SymmU and RFE. 

2.3.1. Symmetrical Uncert Attribute Evaluation 

(SymmU) 

This technique evaluates the relevance and importance of 

each feature concerning the target variable, providing a 

symmetrical assessment of attribute relevance [18]. 

2.3.2. (SymmU) Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) 

RFE systematically removes the least significant features, 

iteratively refining the set of parameters to those that were 

most critical for talent identification [19]. The data analysis 

process involved rigorous statistical examinations, 

considering both the overall performance observed during 

the battery of tests and individual characteristics identified 

using the SymmU and RFE. The final set of parameters 

considered essential for talent identification emerged from 

the convergence of results from both techniques. 

3. Results 

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of fitness tests for 
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12-year-old girls involved in this study. 

Table 1. Descriptive of fitness data for girls aged 12 years. 

 Fitness Test Mean SD Min Max 

30 Meter Run (s) 6.20 0.88 4.00 8.26 

Step Test (60 s pulse 

count) 156 22 99 204 

1-minute Curl Up (count) 22 6 5 38 

Handgrip Test (kg) 20.1 4.0 9.0 34.7 

Agility T-Test (s) 16.55 2.35 12.10 23.41 

Stork Balance Stand Test 

(s) 4.24 1.97 1.11 10.57 

Standing Broad Jump (cm) 113.5 22.4 62.0 177.0 

Sit and Reach (cm) 25.8 5.9 10.5 45.0 

SD: Standard Deviation 

Figure 1 demonstrates the features/parameters selected 

using the RFE technique. It can be observed from the 

figure that four physical fitness and motor skill-related 

parameters, namely the 1-minute curl, sit and reach, 

agility, and stork balance tests, are indispensable in the 

consideration of talent identification among 12-year-old 

girls. The figure further depicts the cross-validation 

accuracy of the selected parameters with a total of 29%, 

revealing that the selected parameters could explain up to 

29% of the total variability within the datasets. 

Figure 2 reveals the feature/parameters selected using the 

SymmU technique. It can be detected from the figure that 

four physical fitness and motor skill-related parameters, 

including the sit and reach, agility, stork balance tests, and 

standing broad jump, are highlighted as essential when 

considering talent identification among 12-year-old girls. 

Moreover, the figure displays the scores of the selected 

parameters, with each parameter having a score greater 

than 0.03 revealing that the selected parameters are worthy 

of consideration during the talent identification-related 

tasks. 

 

Fig. 1.  Recursive Feature Elimination scores for the 

essential parameters identified. 

 

Fig. 2.  Recursive Feature Elimination scores for the 

essential parameters identified. 

4. Discussion 

The identification of essential parameters for talent 

identification in 12-year-old girls holds significant 

implications for both sports science and talent development 

programs. The consistent selection of three parameters sit 

and reach, agility, and stork balance stand tests across both 

the SymmU and RFE reinforces their importance in 

assessing the potential of young female athletes. These 

findings align with the broader literature emphasizing the 

role of flexibility, agility, and balance in predicting athletic 

success, particularly in youth populations [5,7].  The 

discrepancy in the fourth identified parameter between the 

SymmU (standing broad jump) and RFE (1-minute curl-

up) introduces an interesting dimension to the discussion. 

The standing broad jump, reflecting lower limb power and 

coordination, may be indicative of explosive strength that 

is crucial in various sports. On the other hand, the 1-minute 

curl-up, focusing on core strength and muscular endurance, 

is equally pivotal. This disparity highlights the 

multifaceted nature of talent identification and suggests 

that a combination of explosive power and muscular 

endurance should be considered when evaluating the 

potential of 12-year-old female athletes. This is in line with 

previous investigations where these parameters are shown 

to influence the performance of young athletes [20,21]. 

The application of SymmU and RFE provided a 

comprehensive analysis of the importance of individual 

parameters in talent identification in the current 

investigation. SymmU, with its symmetrical attribute 

evaluation approach, and RFE, with its recursive 

elimination strategy, demonstrated a remarkable degree of 

agreement in selecting the three primary parameters. This 

concordance enhanced the robustness of the identified 

parameters and underscored their significance for talent 

identification process. However, the divergence in the 

fourth parameter underscores the rigorous nature of the 

feature extraction techniques. SymmU, by emphasizing the 

standing broad jump, accentuates the importance of 

explosive lower-body power, while RFE, with its emphasis 

on the 1-minute curl-up, underscores the relevance of core 
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strength and endurance. Integrating the insights from both 

techniques can provide a more comprehensive framework 

for talent identification, acknowledging the multifaceted 

nature of athletic potential. 

It is worth reiterating that while this study sheds light on 

essential parameters for talent identification in 12-year-old 

girls, it also opens avenues for future research. 

Investigating the long-term predictive validity of these 

parameters, especially for actual athletic performance and 

specialization, could provide valuable insights. 

Additionally, refining and expanding feature extraction 

techniques and exploring other innovative approaches can 

further enhance the precision of talent identification 

methodologies. 

5. Conclusion 

The findings from the present study show that certain 

physical fitness- and motor skill-related parameters that 

constitute the sit and reach, agility, and stork balance stand 

tests and additional insights from the standing broad jump 

and 1-minute curl-up tests could offer tangible insights for 

coaches, sports organizations, and talent development 

experts. Tailoring training regimens to enhance these 

specific attributes in 12-year-old female athletes could 

prove instrumental in optimizing their athletic potential. 

Furthermore, these parameters can be incorporated into 

talent identification protocols, providing a systematic and 

evidence-based approach to identifying future elite 

athletes. Coaches and sports organizations should consider 

the individual nuances of these parameters and recognize 

that a holistic approach to talent identification is essential. 

Acknowledging developmental differences among 12-

year-old girls and tailoring interventions accordingly can 

foster a supportive and effective environment for talent 

development.  
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